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Entanglement and Relativity  
How do we quantify entanglement?



TELEPORTATION

ENTANGLEMENT AND ITS USES
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HOW DOES THIS WORK IN A RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM THEORY?



Quantum field theory in curved spacetime

Theoretical predictions

Particle creation by spacetime dynamics

Hawking radiation

Davies-Fulling-Unruh effect 

We challenge the belief that only analogue systems can test QFTCS predictions

Classical spacetime + quantum fields
Combines QT with GR at low energies 
scales reachable by cutting-edge 
experiments



PARTICLES  FROM  FIELDS
Quantum field theory on curved spacetime

Quantum field fundamental       •      Particles derived notion (if at all)

pos.

neg.

requires classification of modes  into
positive ↔ negative frequency  

boson Fock space

creation         annihilation

PARTICLE  INTERPRETATION

timelike Killing vector field

linear field equation

vectorspace of solutions

QUANTUM  FIELD  THEORY

Spacetime

Killing vector field

Inner product not positive definite!



KILLING OBSERVERS

KILLING OBSERVERS

INSIGHTS

• particles present ill-defined subsystems!
• particles well-defined only for killing observers

• particle interpretation may change with 
change of Killing vector field 

different timelike Killing vectors K and K   

Þ different splits of basis in pos/neg

Squeezed states

Bogoliubov transformation

Spacetime

Killing vector field K

Killing vector field K
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Bogoliubov transformations

Q
BEAM SPLITTER

(transmittivity) Q

PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER

(squeezing)

Examples: change of observer, space-time dynamics, moving cavity



EXAMPLE: UNRUH EFFECT

trace             thermal stateTimelike killing observers

(a) inertial observer

(b) uniformly accelerated observers                      

k’

Minkowski spacetime in 1+1 dimensions       (flat spacetime = no gravity!)
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Bob Rob

Rob is causally disconnected from region II

Similar effect in black holes: Hawking radiation
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some results



FLAT  SPACETIME



Alice Bob

k k’

Rob
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Entanglement    •  observer-dependent   
• degrades with acceleration ,   vanishes for  ∞  acceleration     

I. Fuentes-Schuller & R. Mann PRL (2005)

Alice and Rob 

A. Cho, Science (2005)



Entanglement sharing
Where did the lost entanglement between Alice and Bob go?

Alice Rob

k’ kk’

important differences between fermions and bosons.

Alsing, Fuentes-S, Mann, Tessier PRA 2006
Adesso, Fuentes-S , Ericsson PRA 2007

multipartite entanglement!

Rob Alice

k’ kk’

Bosonic field Fermionic field

Bipartite entanglement between
Alice and mode in region II 

Mode in 
region II 

Mode in 
region II 



CURVED  SPACETIME



SPACETIME AS A CRISTAL
Curve spacetimes generally do not admit timelike killing vector fields…

Bogoliubov transformation

Just like in quantum optics!

flat

flat

Spacetime-----Cristal

particular spacetimes with asymptotically flat regions

Squeezed states



BLACK  HOLES
&

COSMOLOGY



Alice falls into a black hole 

BH

horizon

BH

horizon

“3+1” 1+1 part of Rindler space

Rob
Alice

Entanglement
Classical correlations

degraded for 
escaping observers

Lost entanglement           multipartite entanglement 
between  modes  
inside and outside the BH

Fuentes-S, Mann PRL 2005
Adesso & Fuentes-S 2007



Entanglement cosmology 

no particle
interpretation

unentangled 
state

“History of the universe 
encoded in entanglement”

toy model

expansion rate      

expansion factor

•  calculate entanglement 

asymptotic  past

asymptotic future     

•  excitingly, can solve for

Ball, Fuentes-S, Schuller PLA 2006



Fermionic entanglement cosmology 

Fuentes, Mann, Martin-Martinez, Moradi PRD 2010 

“The Universe entangles less fermionic fields”

bosons

fermions

bosons

fermions

en
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m
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expansion factor  expansion rate  

Fermionic fields in 3+1 dimensions: more realistic model



Entanglement is observer dependent
Spacetime dynamics create entanglement
Horizons (black holes) degrade entanglement

REVIEW
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Information



Systems for relativistic quantum information

Cavities
Trapped BECs

Traveling wave-packets

Unruh-DeWitt detectors



1.Entanglement between localized systems

•cavities

•detectors

•localized wave-packets

•gravity effects on quantum properties

•Propose earth-based and space-based experiments



Covariance Matrix Formalism
Convenient for systems consisting of N bosonic modes N harmonic oscillators 

!𝑥("#$%) =
1
2
(!𝑎# + !𝑎#

')

!𝑥("#) =
−𝑖
2
(!𝑎# − !𝑎#

')

generalized position

generalized momentum

𝜎()= !𝑥( !𝑥) + !𝑥) !𝑥( − 2 !𝑥( !𝑥)

!𝑥)

!𝑥( !𝑥)

First moments

Second moments

-𝑋 =

!𝑥%
!𝑥"
⋮
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Collect in vector form:

For Gaussian states the covariance matrix 
and displacement vector
replace the density matrix   

Covariance matrix:
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!𝑥%
!𝑥"
⋮
!𝑥"#

Displacement vector:



Gaussian states

⟩|0

Gaussian states can be described using the first and second moments. 
They are defined as states for which higher moments vanish.

1
cosh(𝑟):#

tanh 𝑟# ⟩|𝑛* ⟩|𝑛+

Squeezed states
vacuum

Coherent states

Thermal states



Example: vacuum state

⟩|0 = | ⟩0% ⟩|0" … ⟩|0, = | ⟩0 ⊗,
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Example: single-mode squeezed coherent state

Second moments:
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Example: two-mode squeezed state

⟩|𝜓*+ =
1

cosh(𝑟):#
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𝜎2 = 𝑆3𝜎( 𝑆
S is the symplectic matrix
It plays an important role in QFT

State Evolution

𝑆3Ω𝑆 = Ω

symplectic form Ω =
0

−1
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
−1

0
0
1
0

There are computable measures of entanglement if the states are Gaussian

Example: 

Negativity 𝑁(𝜈() 𝜈( is the smallest eigenvalue of 𝑖Ω𝜎43

Partial transpose

2𝑖Ω()=[ !𝑥( Y, 𝑥)]



QFT in the symplectic formalism



Example: inertial cavity

field equation

solutions: plane waves+ boundary  

creation and annihilation operators

Minkowski coordinates 

discrete spectrum 

⟩!𝑎!|0 = 0 vacuum state ⟩|𝑚! = &𝑎!
"# ⟩|0 particle states



Non-uniform motion

Bogoliubov transformations



&𝑥$%
⋮
&𝑥&!%

=
ℜ(𝛼$$ − 𝛽$$) ⋯ ℑ(𝛼$! + 𝛽$!)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
−ℑ(𝛼!$ + 𝛽!$) ⋯ ℜ(𝛼!! + 𝛽!!)

&𝑥$
⋮
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Bogoliubov transformations

𝛼!# = 𝑢!% , 𝑢# 𝛽!# = 𝑢!% , 𝑢#∗

Can’t be computed but…



acceleration                 length

computable transformations

Approximation…



During periods of inertial or uniformly accelerated motion 

𝑇( =

Consider the vacuum as the initial state in region 1 

𝜎) = 𝐼Region I

Region II

Region III

𝜎** = 𝑆+𝐼𝑆

𝜎** = 𝑆,$+𝑇(+𝑆+𝑆𝑇(𝑆,$



Basic building block

𝐵 = 𝑇-𝑆𝑇(𝑆,$

𝜎. = 𝐵+𝐵

General trajectory: grafting 𝐵/ = 𝐵$ 𝐵&… 𝐵!

We can approximate any trajectory



“Integration” method for quantum fields



Friis and Fuentes JMO (invited) 2012

Computable measures for Gaussian states

Separable initial states of two modes 

Negativity 𝑁(𝜈0) 𝜈0 𝑖Ω𝜎1+is the smallest eigenvalue of 

𝑆2 (𝑠) ⊗ 𝑆3 (𝑠)| ⟩00

𝒩 = (ℜ 𝑒04$-𝛽23
& + (ℑ 𝑒04$-𝛽23 cosh 𝑠 − ℑ 𝑒04$-𝛼23 sinh 𝑠 )$/&

Entanglement



entanglement: negativity

Friis, Bruschi, Louko & Fuentes PRD 2012
Friis and Fuentes  invited at JMO 2012
Bruschi, Louko, Faccio & Fuentes 2012

entanglement generated 

initial separable squeezed state

general trajectories
continuous motion 
including circular acceleration

𝒩 = (ℜ 𝑒04$-𝛽23
& + (ℑ 𝑒04$-𝛽23 cosh 𝑠 − ℑ 𝑒04$-𝛼23 sinh 𝑠 )$/&



motion and gravity create entanglement

non-uniform motion creates 
entanglement

gravity creates entanglement

results

Friis, Bruschi, Louko, Fuentes PRD (R) 2012



quantum gates

the relativistic motion of
quantum systems can be used
to produce quantum gates

two-mode squeezer
beam splitter

multi-qubit gates:
Dicke states
Multi-mode squeezer
Cluster states

Friis, Huber, Fuentes, Bruschi PRD 2012
Bruschi, Lee, Dragan, Fuentes, Louko PRL 2012 

Bruschi, Louko, Faccio & Fuentes NJP 2013
Bruschi, Sabin, Kok, Johansson, Delsing & Fuentes SR 2016



Cavity moving at relativistic speeds using superconducting circuits



We find corrections due to
curvature effects

Cavities moving in curved spacetime



Teleporation with an accelerated partner

The fidelity of teleportation is affected by motion
It is possible to correct by local rotations 
and trip planning



Observable effects in satellite-based quantum cryptography

Traveling wave-packet

Spacetime acts as a beam-splitter



Spacetime effects on satellite-based quantum 
cryptography

Bruschi, Ralph, Fuentes, Jennewein, Razavi PRD 2014  



Effects of gravity and motion on
entanglement



entanglement under uniform
acceleration is conserved

Future experiments: non-uniform acceleration and Satellite-based experiments



Estimating the Schwarzschild radius of the Earth
Using traveling wave-packets





Join my group

Home UK students  at University of Southampton (start this or next year)
International students, Emmy Studentship at Keble College, Oxford  (start  next year) 

Available theoretical and experimental PhD studentships 

Available theoretical and experimental postdoctoral positions 

Informal inquires: i.fuentes-guridi@soton.ac.uk

look at my website for more information about my group
https://ivettefuentes.weebly.com
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Relativistic Quantum

Metrology
and

Analogue experiments



What is the nature of dark matter?
Is dark energy driving the accelerated expansion of the Universe?
What physics dominated the Universe at early times?
Does the equivalence principle holds for quantum systems?

Many fundamental questions unanswered



Quantum Physics

G
ra

vi
ta

tio
n

Relativity

Underpinning our difficulty to find answers

Quantum physics and General Relativity 
are incompatible 



Technology and instruments must be developed first



Main aim: Develop new 
instruments

window to scales that have 
not been explored before

New Physics! 

The interplay of theory and 
experiment

Quantum technologies can help us put the pieces of the puzzle together



Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC)





Analogue spacetimes and simulations

moving fluid
superfluid helium
Bose–Einstein condensate
gravity waves in water
electromagnetic waves in a dielectric medium

Analogue Systems



Covariant formulation 
BEC: barotropic, irrotational and inviscid fluid, in a covariant formalism.

i) simulating a spacetime metric 
ii) simulating the effects of spacetime dynamics on a phononic field.

Superfluid regime (barotropic and inviscid)1.



In the long wavelength  regime 

Velocity flows 

Healing length

Strength of the interaction

Scattering length

phonons should have wavelengths 
far longer than the healing length

2.

The fluctuations are massless phonons  

Plugging the Bogoliubov approximation in the equations of motion for the Lagrangian yields  

Normalized velocity flows

Effective speed of sound 



The equations of motion of the mean field φ can be split into 
real and imaginary components resulting in a continuity 
equation

and an equation directly relating bulk field properties with potentials:

Acoustic metric commonly used.
We can obtain it in our covariant 
formulation in the following way.  



Flat spacetime



Simplest simulation
Gravitational wave in 1+1 dimension 

A gravitational wave moving in 
the z-direction

time-dependent perturbations 
in two different polarisations. 

In one dimension
BEC in flat spacetime
in the absence of spatial flows



Vary scattering length
using magnetic fields 

background scattering length

Feshbach resonances

Look FB resonance and add tupac’s references



Recent experiments



Analogue experiments can’t falsify or verify a physical theory
(as much as a computer simulation can’t do this either)

Uses and Limitations 

Attention!
New phenomena can be misinterpreted 
Analogues cannot truly discover new effects 

-self-consistency checks 
-useful to study the behaviour of matter
under the influence of fields 
with non-linear behaviour since their non-linearities 
can make computer simulations challenging. 

A good analogy can be an invaluable tool in studying a complex or inaccessible system but… 





Atom interferometer: quantum spatial interferometery

Single particle detector, local
Interferometry in the spatial domain: limited by time of flight
Compatible with Newtonian physics



Gravimeters are going Big



But…I want one in my phone

Change of paradigm!
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Quantum frequency interferometry

Uses interactions: collective excitations, entanglement between atoms
Implementation of frequency modes: phonons in a BEC (massless quantum field)
Interferometry in the frequency (time) domain, non-local
We use parametric amplification produced by the non-linearity introduced by 
atomic collisions 
Compatible with General Relativity: underpinned by QFT in curved spacetime

Howl & Fuentes arXiv:1902.09883

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09883
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• Detector can be miniaturized
• High sensitivity
• High resilience to noise

Quantum sensors underpinned by QFTCS
• Continuous source gravitational wave detector
• Quantum relativistic clocks 
• Dark energy
• Proper acceleration
• Local gravitational fields  (UK patent No.1908538.0) 
• Gravitational gradient (UK patent No. 2000112.9)
• Curvature 
• Spacetime parameters
• Dark Matter!

BECs and quantum frequency interferometry

Demonstrate particle creation by spacetime dynamics!

Howl & Fuentes arXiv:1902.09883

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09883




BEC in flat spacetime

Minkowski space but with speed of sound

phonons in a cavity-type 1-dimensional trap

spectrum

Solutions to the K-G equation



Gravitational wave spacetime

Resonance!

In a one-dimensional trap 

Continuous sources



Field transformations

Bruschi, Fuentes & Louko PRD (R) 2011

Bogoliubov transformations



Field transformations

The dynamics of spacetime produces a 
Bogoliubov transformation
on the field modes 

Bogoliubov transformation for 
monocromatic gravitational wave



Application: gravitational wave detector 

Circuit representation

Three mode application

Howl & Fuentes AVS Quantum Science 2023

Requires high phonon numbers ~ 𝑁"
and long phonon lifetimes ~10s

Improves the sensitivity by several orders of magnitude.  
Squeezing can be much smaller than assumed previously and 
the system can suffer from short phononic lifetimes. 

Sabin et al 2014



Interferometric transformations

Howl & Fuentes arXiv:1902.09883

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09883


Interferometric transformations

Howl & Fuentes Howl & Fuentes AVS Quantum Science 2023

Three mode application

Application: gravitational wave detector 



Used to measure gravitational 
parameters…

gravitational field strengths
accelerations

Quantum metrology

§ Enables ultrasensitive devices for 
measuring fields, frequencies, time

§ Quantum clocks and sensors are 
being sent to space… relativity 
cannot be ignored
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Quantum Metrology

Quantum Fisher information
M number of measurements

There is an optimal measurement such that

Fidelity

Error

parameter

state



General framework for RQM
Ahmadi, Bruschi, Sabin, Adesso, Fuentes, Nature  Sci. Rep. 2014

Ahmadi, Bruschi, Fuentes PRD 2014

Fisher information in QFT:
Analytical formulas in terms of
general Bogoliubov coefficients

Single-mode
Two-mode channels

for small parameters 



Detector sensitivity

Howl & Fuentes arXiv:1902.09883

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09883


Detector sensitivity



Constraints

P. Juschitz, Two-mode Phonon Squeezing in Bose-Einstein Condensates 
for Gravitational Wave Detection arXiv:2101.05051

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.05051


Search for yet unknow sources

Know sources: 10 kHz

Exotic sources: 
primordial black holes 
boson stars 
Early Universe Cosmology
Phase transitions
Preheating after inflation, 
Cosmic strings  
Dark matter
Ultralight 10,6- 10$7 Hz
Decay: Penrose CCC



Slide by John March-Russel







Quantum Weber Bar





Broadband: 3D
Spherical BEC

We are studying different geometries





Commercial applications

Phononic gravimeter:
Same sensitivity but much smaller system. 
Phononic gradiometer:
Improves the state of the art by at least two orders of magnitude



98

Quantum technologies could be 
useful for Fundamental Physics

Main aim: Develop new 
instruments

window to scales that have 
not been explored before

New Physics! 

Quantum technologies can help us put the pieces of the puzzle together



Relativistic effects
on

quantum clocks 



Quantum clocks (quantum 1.0)

Optical clocks routinely achieving 10-17 - 10-18 systematic uncertainty
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Quantum mechanics
Time is absolute (Galilean trans.).
Space and time are different.

Time is a parameter.
Space is an operator.

Particles can be in a superposition
of positions at once.

Time

Relativity
Space and time are not different.
Time is observer dependent
Time flows at different rates in different 
points in space (Lorentz trans.)



Proper time

Does quantum theory imposes 
fundamental limitations on how well
we can measure proper time?

metric



Einstein’s light clock

Classical light Quantum: photons

Lindkvist, Sabin, Fuentes, Dragan, Svensson, Delsing, Johansson PRA (2014)



Relativistic quantum clock model 

How does motion, curvature and 
gravity affect the clock ticks and the
clock’s precision?

Clock: one mode of the field
in a coherent or squeezed state



Relativistic quantum clock model 

Localized relativistic quantum field 



Relativistic quantum clock model 

How does motion, curvature and 
gravity affect the clock ticks and the
clock’s precision?

Clock: one mode of the field
in a coherent state.



Precision: Quantum Fisher information

Coherent state amplitude
Squeezing 

Lindkvist, Sabin, Johansson and Fuentes, Sci. Rep. (2015)



Implementing the twin-paradox
Lindkvist, Sabin, Fuentes, Dragan, Svensson, Delsing, Johansson PRA (2014)

What new did we learn:
Quantum particle creation makes clock tick 
slower







Clock made of atoms in a trap

Notion of time?

Use collective modes of vibration



Testing gravitational induced collapse

Large mass experiments



Spatial superpositions in a double-well potential

Test Penrose’s gravitational induced collapse
Decoherence time must be longer than the collapse time

Schrödinger Cat state

| ⟩𝜓 =
1
2
| ⟩𝑁!0" + | ⟩0!𝑁"

Non-uniform spherical
just touching



Gravitational self-energy
For a uniform sphere

Gravitational collapse depends strongly 
in the mass geometry: signature 

Howl, Penrose & Fuentes, NJP 2019

a) and b) can collapse at shorter times
depending on the ellipticity 



Decoherence and noise

• Three-body recombination
• Two-body losses
• Thermal cloud interactions
• Foreign atom interactions
• Decoherence from the trapping potential 

A 133Cs BEC with 4x109 atoms and R=1 𝜇𝑚 would collapse in approximately 2 seconds

It would be convenient to supressed them after the superposition has been created.

Advantage: atom-atom interactions can be controlled in a BEC

Howl, Penrose & Fuentes, NJP 2019



Confidential: shaking of the building

• Work in progress with Roger, Richard and Devang

Δ𝐸KΔ𝑡 =
ℏ
2

So far, the community has worked on 
making the gravitational self-energy 
larger by increasing the mass to get 
times that are short enough to see 
collapse. For this N > 108

For much smaller masses collapse times are very long. We 
propose to measure a very small energy uncertainty due to 
gravity: shaking of the building 

A very small energy difference between wells can excite 
and atom to the next energy level. Experiments can detect 
single atoms in a higher state!



Other BEC states

• Work in progress with Penrose & Westbrook

In a BEC atoms are not bound together and 
can tunnel between left and right wells.

We are studying gravitational self-energy 
for a variety of BEC quantum states 



Gravitational self-energy for spheroidals

Howl, Penrose, Fuentes, NJP 2019



BEC geometries and density

Result: non-uniform densities 
produce shorter collapse times

BEC densities are not uniform
quadratic and Gaussian densities

Howl, Penrose, Fuentes, NJP 2019
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Using Quantum technologies we hope to 
understand better physics at the 
interplay of quantum and gravity.


